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About This Game

Serafina's Crown is a fantastical, dramatic visual novel with branching storylines, a stat-based strategy game, and dating-sim
elements. In the game -- which takes place in the same world as Woodsy Studio's first release, Serafina's Saga -- you play as

Odell Perin, an inexperienced young woman who must navigate political intrigue, romantic confusion, and an ongoing murder
mystery while serving as Regent of Darzia. The branching storylines depend on your decisions: forming romantic relationships

with other characters, finding Queen Belatrix's killer, and determining the next monarch. The game also features a dynamic
debate system that allows Odell to argue certain points in court based on her accumulated stats.
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Key Features

Branching Narrative : Every decision made as Odell will change the story -- whether it’s getting closer to finding the
murderer, stabilizing the kingdom, or helping the next monarch rise to power.

Stats Management: Odell’s decisions will affect her stats, which will help her debate her beliefs in court.

Debate Mini-Game: The game features an entertaining mini-game where Odell (with the help from the stats she’s earned
on her journey) will debate a variety of topics to uncover new, important information.

Girl x Boy / Girl x Girl Romances: Just because Odell is ruling a kingdom doesn’t mean she won’t save some time for
romance :)

Voice Acting: Serafina’s Crown features a cast of talented voice actors that bring the story to life.

Story & Gameplay

The sequel takes place seven years after the end of Serafina’s Saga. Grand Prince Robil Feldren dies of an illness -- and a few
weeks later, Queen Belatrix Grandil dies in in the midst of a “hunting accident.” Serafina Elborn and her husband Reuben
Jeridar are poised to take the throne, except for one big problem: Many nobles suspect that Reuben Jeridar arranged the

assassination of Belatrix Grandil.

Players take on the role of Odell Perin, who is unwittingly thrust into a position of power. Due to her neutral stance, Odell Perin
is elected to serve as Regent long enough to settle the ongoing disputes -- and thus determine who will become the next King or

Queen of Darzia.
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Serafina’s Crown is a visual novel with elements of fantasy, adventure and romance. Every decision Odell makes as Regent of
Darzia will change the story arc to favor the different Gods. These decisions will allow Odell to get closer to solving the murder,

but they can also make things more complicated for the inexperienced ruler. . . .

The game also features a debate system that allows Odell to argue points in court based on the stats she has earned throughout
the game. Winning debates further Odell’s quest in finding Belatrix’s killer and choosing the next monarch of Darzia.

*WARNING*: This game contains mature content in the form of strong language and sexual themes
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A pretty fun casual game for some quick gaming sessions.
The only real downsides are clumsy, controlls and sometimes strange physic behavior, but you get along with these pretty quick.
Aside from that however it is a straight forward game with some fun mechanics which are interesting to fool around with.
it also really succeeded in making me just want to play one more Level, until I was at the hundredth Level before even realising
it.. waste of time & money. Clean UI
+Good Graphics (2006)
-Bad AI
-Limited Customization
-Mediocre Gameplay(Compare to Series). Disappointing.

Episode 1 was much better in every aspect. Catacombs were pretty confusing and there were lots of backtracking (there is no
map, not that I've found any).

. Aquaria: the Musical!

More words? Okay. It's a puzzle game about finding your way through labrynth-style caverns and dealing with various timing
based boundaries as well as some enemies. It's not a bad game by any stretch but within the first hour you will have a very good
idea as to whether it is "your jam". The artwork is absolutely sublime but the gameplay is excessively repetitive and the controls
can be quite unwieldy at times. The vehicle sections are particularly obnoxious but are thankfully beaten by force alone.

I would not buy this game on it's own. If it's in a bundle or extremely cheap on sale and it sounds appealing then you should give
it a shot. It's a short and unique game: with even a little bit of patience you can probably finish it in about four hours and not feel
robbed.. This game deserved to be recommended.

From the beginning to the end. This game contains much adult humor and has more playtime then some of the "triple A" titles.
This game is just great.

I could say much more but then i would possible spoiling you. So if you like the trailer and just read the reviews to see if it
"worth it or not". Then give it a try!

The only thing you are risking with this game, is having a great time.

(and sorry for my english). SUMMARY: A great way to turn any music (or sound) on your computer into various patterns and
displays. If you have a media system or want to run a nice sureeal background and some music on a TV, it's perfect. Plus there's
downloadable expansions!

MIRAGE is essentially "music screensaver plus," but the words don't quite do it justice. It takes ANY sound on your computer
and turns it into one of many abstract, colorful, or psychedelic displays. You can also choose a vareity of settings to switch it up,
rotate it, or stay with one display you like.

Best of all, if you really need more, there's several downloadable style packs to add even more kinds of displays.

Of course this isn't for everyone. I use it on my media\/gaming system to create abstract and colorful backgrounds when I write
or when we need something ambient and low-key for a party. You could also plug a computer running it into a TV or projector
to set the mood or provide a nice background for an event.

Who's it for? Well, the review pretty much tells you! Sure, it's not for everyone, but if you like those kind of "atmospheric audio
background" you found a great source.
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i played back in 2011-2013. it was amazing.
christmas 2018:
now you get to shoot down a goblin santa driving a helibike...
patch is failed. please restart after turn off the program.
. It's fun! I just don't like having to close and reopen the game whenever I come back from AFK.. better than any forza and can
be played on 4k60fps. Okay, this game has AMAZING potential and it is quite nice. However it is in Early Access Alpha so
there are a lot of problems with it. Minus the bugs and the glitches, I am having quite some fun with this game.

Pros:

. Audio in the game is ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL, the sounds of water trickling from the top of the cave or the sound of
stabbing a guard in the head... Amazing.
. Lack of sight makes you traverse the pitch black caverns entirely by sound, which is very fun and interesting.
. Very intriguing storyline right off the bat, instantly had me drawn in.
. Voice acting is pretty good.

Cons:

. A LOT of bugs and glitches. (As to be expected in a early access alpha.)

. While the voice acting is pretty good, there needs to be more emotion in the voices.

. Some of the script needs modifying, at times I just sat there thinking "That sounds quite odd."

. Worst bug I have encountered is MANY invisible barriers in the flashback of your farm, there are a lot of invisible barriers
that restrict you from entering the tool shed and other areas of your farm. This makes it unplayable for me.

All in all, with all the bugs and other issues of the game, for $5 you really can't go wrong. They have done quite well with this
game so far and I am so eager to see more of it (after they fix the bugs that is). I was waiting for this! I'm glad that it was
released already. I immediately bought it as soon as I can. It was a nice read. The length was comparable to the first chapter. If
you like being verbally abused by a beautiful half-Japanese tsundere, buy this. You won't regret it.. Well, these are the
reproduction no one expected for a few decades ago. The very fact that now it’s possible to visit a fine art museum at home is
just more than remarkable. Loved this game because of its high quality, good graphics, and great educational concept.
Absolutely worth trying
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